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Prerequisites 
• An existing Fabric Connect core switch running VOSS 8.3 or later  

• ExtremeCloud IQ – Site Engine (XIQ-SE) and Extreme Control version 22.3 or later 

• DHCP/DNS server reachable on the existing Fabric Connect network 

• An active Extreme Cloud IQ account for XIQ-SE, used for onboarding and changing switch 
persona from EXOS to VOSS/Fabric Engine 

Overview 

Objectives 

This document describes the procedure to automate the deployment of a VSP switch using 
a combination VSP Fabric Connect automation features and XIQ-SE/Extreme Control 
automation features.  In particular, the guide describes the following tasks. 

• XIQ-SE preparation for a successful VSP switch automated, zero-touch deployment 

• VSP ZTP+ provisioning automation 

• UniversalHardware switch OS conversion from EXOS/Switch Engine to VOSS/Fabric 
Engine via XIQ or XIQ-SE 

• VSP Zero-Touch-Fabric and port auto-sense functionality 

Note 

As of VOSS 8.6, the OS running on Universal Hardware switches has been re-branded to 
Fabric Engine and the switch is no longer referred to as a VSP switch, but as a Fabric Engine 
switch.  This change only applies to Universal Hardware and Non-Universal Hardware 
running VOSS (VSP4900) will still be referred to as VSP switches.  

Likewise, Universal Hardware running EXOS 31.6 or later has been rebranded to Switch 
Engine in place EXOS. 

Throughout this guide the name VSP Edge and Fabric Engine Edge can be used 
interchangeably. 
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Network Diagram 

This guide uses the following network setup as an example of a typical VSP edge customer 
deployment.  In particular it consists of the following devices: 

• Two VSP core/distribution switches running VOSS 8.3 or later code.  These switches  
represent an existing customer fabric connect deployment. 

• Two Universal Edge 5520 VSP switches.  In reality, any VSP switch will work as an 
edge switch as long as it supports VOSS 8.3 or later. 

• One IP phone; Mitel 6920 model 

• One Extreme Wireless AP; model AP505i 

• One client VM acting as a wired client connected to the IP phone  

• One XIQ-SE instance running 21.11 or later software, and one Extreme Control NAC 
appliance running the same version 

• One Extreme Campus Controller (XCC) VM appliance 

• ExtremeCloud IQ (XIQ) user account for onboarding the Universal Edge switches  

 

It is assumed in this guide that the two VSP core switches have already been deployed 
and are part of an existing fabric network and reachable by XIQ-SE. This guide focuses 
on describing the additional configuration necessary to successfully onboard the VSP 
edge switches from a “factory default” condition where each edge switch does not have 
an existing configuration file present on the internal flash.  The edge switches will use 
XIQ-SE ZTP+ and the VOSS Zero Touch Fabric functionality to achieve a typical VSP 
Edge deployment with the following characterisitics: 

• No SMLT Clustering (MLAG) of the core nodes 

• Use of DVR Controller on the core nodes and DVR Leaf on the VSP edge 
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• Use of Zero Touch Fabric as an alternative to edge switch stacking 

• Complete automation of VSP Edge deployment 

The VSP edge switches have no Out of Band (OOB) management connection.  All 
management of the edge switches will be via an inband IP address which is typical in 
campus VSP edge switch deployments.  

At the end of the deployment, all connected endpoints (IP phone, AP, client) will be 
operational without any manual configuration on the VSP Edge switches including the 
access ports. 

Some initial fabric “seed” configuration will be required on the VSP core, and this guide 
covers that configuration in detail. But the real gains of Zero Touch Fabric are reaped 
when deploying the large quantities of edge access switches in any fabric design. 

The network diagram above shows both the physical fabric topology as well as the 
logical fabric topology. The logical topology consists of five L2VSNs and each is 
allocated a corresponding I-SID and IP subnet. 

The onboarding I-SID 15999999 is a special I-SID and should be unique across the fabric 
network. The onboarding I-SID is the default I-SID that a newly unboxed VSP (with no 
configuration file) will always use when onboarding itself once it has joined the existing 
fabric. 

All these L2VSNs will be IP routed in the base GRT (VRF-0) of the core VSPs and edge 
DVR-Leaf nodes. Use of VRFs and L3VSNs is of course possible but will not be covered 
in this guide because the deployment procedure is similar to the GRT scenario. 
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Preexisting Configuration Review  

XIQ-SE Preexisting Configuration Review 

The objective of this guide is to focus on the Fabric VSP Edge deployment and the steps 
required to achieve that. Therefore, it is assumed that any unrelated XIQ-SE configuration 
has already been done and this section simply explains what the customer will need to pre-
configure on XIQ-SE. 

As an example, the Building1 and Building2 sites have already been configured: 

 

A map of the same name is already defined for each site and the corresponding map has 
already been set under the site Actions “add to Map” option. 

The VSP core switches will initially be found under the World Site. 

Under Administration, the admin profile “Fabric Edge” has been defined to manage the 
switches, as shown here: 

 

This admin profile uses the following SNMP credentials: 
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This admin profile uses the following CLI credentials: 

 

These are non-default credentials, so ZTP+ will configure these credentials on the VSP edge 
switch when it is onboarded for the first time. 

Under XIQ-SE Network, Topology definitions, the following Fabric Connect Topology 
settings are configured: 
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And the settings are assigned to both the Building1 and Building2 sites. 

 

As mentioned, this guide assumes that both VSP core nodes are already configured for 
Fabric Connect.  When onboarding the VSP edge switches, the “Onboard VSP” workflow will 
automatically convert the VSP edge switches to DVR Leaf nodes. However, for this to 
happen, the workflow must be able to read the DVR Domain ID from the site. 

On the XIQ-SE Control, Access Control tab, in the Configuration section, the following rules 
will be used for authenticating the PC client and onboarding the Wireless AP: 
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The Access Point rule will be used to MAC authenticate the WLAN APs using inbound 
RADIUS FA attributes. 

Note that in this guide, MAC authentication is used for the Windows PC client. In reality, the 
Enterprise User rule would typically be an 802.1X authentication rule. 

Under the Group Editor section, the user group “FA Client APs” has been defined: 

 

This user group has the following RADIUS attribute defined : 
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This user group will allow easier and more secure authentication of the AP based on its FA 
Client inbound RADIUS attributes (instead of having to base the authentication solely on the 
AP’s MAC address). 

The Access Point and Enterprise User rules contain the policy mappings shown below.  The 
mappings can found under the Configuration section, Profiles, Policy Mappings sub-folder: 

 

These policy mappings can be used to directly set the returned RADIUS attributes such as 
vlan/i-sid bindings, but the best practice is to use the Policy configuration tab to define the 
returned RADIUS attributes. Because Policy will be used in this guide, the above entries are 
simply mapping the Access Control rules to Policy roles configured within the XIQ-SE Policy 
framework. 

The Policy framework is configured on the Policy tab. Two Policy domains are created: 
Building1 and Building2, as shown below. 

 

These Policy definitions, are cloned from the “Default Policy Domain” using the 
“Import/Export, Import from Domain” wizard. 
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All settings are imported from the “Default Policy Domain.” 

 

As shown below, the following changes are made to the Building1 and Building2 policy 
domains. 

For the Access Point policy role, only the I-SID value is changed, and the VLAN-id is the 
same for both locations.  Also, the “AP Aware” parameter is left at the default value of 
“Enabled.”  This setting will enable Extreme Control to send the necessary outbound 
attribute to enable MHSA (Multiple Host Single Authentication) on the switch access port 
where the AP is authenticated. 
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For the Enterprise User policy role, again note that only the I-SID value is changed, and the 
VLAN-id is the same for both locations. 
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As of XIQ-SE 21.11 it is no longer necessary to configure a custom RADIUS attribute template. 
Default templates have been added for Policy and non-Policy NAC scenarios.  As mentioned 
before, the best practice is to use Policy to configure Radius outbound attributes.  In the 
default templates shown below, for Policy scenarios use the “Extreme VOSS-Per User ACL” 
template and for non-Policy scenarios use the “Extreme VOSS-Fabric Attach” template.  
Because this guide uses Policy, the “Extreme VOSS-Per User ACL” is used. 

 

These RADIUS templates can be viewed (or created) when a switch is added or edited under 
the Access Control tab, Engines section, Switches sub-tab. 

If no switches exist, simply click Add as if to add a first switch. Then use the “RADIUS 
Attributes to Send” drop-down and select the “Manage…” option. 
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XIQ-SE: Script and Workflow Review 

This deployment guide makes use of following scripts and workflows which do not ship with 
XIQ-SE but are provided on GitHub. 

Name Type GitHub URL 

Move to CLIP Mgmt IP Script 
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripti
ng/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_CLI_scripts   

Change the persona to EXOS Workflow 
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripti
ng/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows  

Change the persona to VOSS Workflow 
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripti
ng/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows   

Onboard VSP Workflow 
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripti
ng/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows   

The following examples show how to download and install these scripts and workflows into 
XIQ-SE. 

Download the script you want, for example “Move to CLIP Mgmt IP,” using right-click and 
then “Save link as...” 

Then import the script into XIQ-SE using Tasks > Scripts > Import … 

https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_CLI_scripts
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_CLI_scripts
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows
https://github.com/extremenetworks/ExtremeScripting/tree/master/XMC_XIQ-SE/oneview_workflows
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Then select the XML file downloaded from GitHub, click the Import button, then Close. 

 

 

Similarly, you can download the workflow named “ZTP+ Change the persona to VOSS” and 
then import it under XIQ-SE > Tasks > Workflows. 

 

The file just downloaded is selected, followed by Import and then Close. 
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Similar steps are used to import the workflow “Change persona to EXOS.” 

Finally, you can download the workflow “Onboard VSP” and then import it under XIQ-SE > 
Tasks > Workflows. 

 

Select the downloaded file, click Import, and then click Close. 
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Prepare VSP Core Switches for Automated VSP 
Edge   

Site Selection for VSP Core Switches 

Even though we show two sites in XIQ-SE (Building1 and Building2), this  guide illustrates 
how to deploy the core and edge switches in Building1 only.  Building2 is shown as an 
example of a typical customer deployment where multiple sites exist. 

Navigate to the Network, Devices tab, World site. Select both VSP core switches, right-click, 
and select Configure. 

 

Assign both switches to the Building1 site. 

 

In the confirmation pop-up, select Yes. 
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Then select Save to commit. 

Now navigate to the Building1 site that was selected and make sure both VSP cores have 
been added. 

 

Next, right-click on both VSP cores again and select Maps > Add to Map… 

 

Then enter the Building site that was chosen and select OK. 

 

The VSP cores have now been added to the map. 
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Apply DVR Controller, VLAN, and IP Config 

The VSP cores will need to route IP traffic across a number of VLAN/L2VSNs. These VLANs 
do not exist on the VSP cores and need to be created. 

Because the VSP edge switches will be onboarded as DVR Leaf nodes, the VSP cores will 
also need to be configured as DVR Controllers and a DVR-GW IP will be configured on the 
Voice and Data VLANs. VRRP will be used on the Switch-Mgmt and AP-Mgmt VLANs. 

The above configuration will be performed using SSH CLI. 

Open an SSH session to both VSP cores and paste the following commands. 
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Building 1 
VSP-Core1 VSP-Core2 

  
 enable 
config term 
dvr controller 1 
 
vlan create 193 name "Switch-Mgmt" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 193 2100193 
i-sid name 2100193 "Building1-Switch-Mgmt" 
interface Vlan 193 
   ip address 10.9.193.2/25 
   ip vrrp version 3 
   ip vrrp address 193 10.9.193.1 
   ip vrrp 193 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 193 
 
vlan create 194 name "AP-Mgmt" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 194 2100194 
i-sid name 2100194 "Building1-AP-Mgmt" 
interface Vlan 194 
   ip address 10.9.194.2/24 
   ip vrrp version 3 
   ip vrrp address 194 10.9.194.1 
   ip vrrp 194 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 194 
 
vlan create 195 name "Voice" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 195 2100195 
i-sid name 2100195 "Building1-Voice" 
interface Vlan 195 
   dvr gw-ipv4 10.9.195.1 
   dvr enable 
   ip address 10.9.195.2/24 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 195 
 
vlan create 196 name "Data" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 196 2100196 
i-sid name 2100196 "Building1-Data" 
interface Vlan 196 
   dvr gw-ipv4 10.9.196.1 
   dvr enable 
   ip address 10.9.196.2/24 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 196 
slpp enable 
end 

 
 

 
 enable 
config term 
dvr controller 1 
 
vlan create 193 name "Switch-Mgmt" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 193 2100193 
i-sid name 2100193 "Building1-Switch-Mgmt" 
interface Vlan 193 
   ip address 10.9.193.3/25 
   ip vrrp version 3 
   ip vrrp address 193 10.9.193.1 
   ip vrrp 193 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 193 
 
vlan create 194 name "AP-Mgmt" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 194 2100194 
i-sid name 2100194 "Building1-AP-Mgmt" 
interface Vlan 194 
   ip address 10.9.194.3/24 
   ip vrrp version 3 
   ip vrrp address 194 10.9.194.1 
   ip vrrp 194 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 194 
 
vlan create 195 name "Voice" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 195 2100195 
i-sid name 2100195 "Building1-Voice" 
interface Vlan 195 
   dvr gw-ipv4 10.9.195.1 
   dvr enable 
   ip address 10.9.195.3/24 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 195 
 
vlan create 196 name "Data" type port-mstprstp 0 
vlan i-sid 196 2100196 
i-sid name 2100196 "Building1-Data" 
interface Vlan 196 
   dvr gw-ipv4 10.9.196.1 
   dvr enable 
   ip address 10.9.196.3/24 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.203.6 enable 
exit 
slpp vid 196 
slpp enable 
end 

 
 

 

Open XIQ-SE Device View against both core VSPs, and verify that the VLANs and L2VSNs 
have been configured. 
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Apply Seed Config for Zero Touch Fabric 

In order for the VSP edge switches to automatically join the fabric when they are connected 
to the VSP core nodes, the VSP core nodes need the following items configured. 

1. Nickname server: Assigns Shortest Path Bridging (SPB) nicknames to VSP edge 
switches as they join the fabric. An SPB node needs a nickname to create multicast I-
SID trees, which are used to transmit BUM (Broadcast/Unknown-unicast/Multicast) 
traffic in fabric VSNs. Without a nickname, a VSP edge switch cannot transmit a 
DHCP Discovery on the onboarding I-SID to get an IP address. 
 
The VSP cores (or any pair of core/distribution VSPs) need to be set up as nickname 
servers. It is sufficient to have two nickname servers per fabric (as of VOSS 8.4, with 
multi-area support, a pair of nickname servers will be required per ISIS area). Both 
nickname servers can be set up to assign nicknames in the same prefix range or 
different ranges. The mechanism used by the nickname server to assign nicknames is 
essentially identical to how a DHCP server works with the exception that nicknames 
are assigned instead of IP addresses. 
 
To enable nickname server functionality on a VSP, the VSP needs to be already 
configured with a static nickname (the VSP core switches were already pre-
configured with a static nickname). 

2. The onboarding I-SID 15999999 must be set up on the core VSPs so that it can 
service  DHCP requests, from the edge switches and from other onboarding devices. 
There are two options for configuring the onboarding I-SID: 

a. One of the core VSPs is configured to simply bridge the onboarding I-SID 
onto an existing segment where DHCP is available. 
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However, this can be done only on one core VSP or else a loop is created.  
This approach will be unlikely in a typical customer deployment 

b. The onboarding I-SID is created into a new dedicated IP subnet for which 
both fabric cores will act as default gateways and DHCP-relay agent. This is 
the approach that will be used in the sandbox, because it is a better design 
approach.  If the fabric cores were originally built from VOSS 8.2 or later, the 
default onboarding Private-VLAN 4048 will already be present. 
If the fabric cores were originally built from VOSS 8.3 or later, the default 
onboarding Private-VLAN 4048 will also already be assigned to the 
onboarding I-SID 15999999 and the same I-SID will also already be defined as 
the auto-sense onboarding I-SID. 
It will therefore be sufficient to simply add an IP address and DHCP relay 
config to the existing onboarding Private-VLAN 4048.  

3. If the VSP core was not originally built from VOSS 8.3 defaults (for example. it was 
upgraded from a pre-VOSS 8.3 release) it will also need to have auto-sense enabled 
on the interfaces connecting to the VSP edge. 

In this guide, it is assumed the VSP core configs were built from pre-VOSS 8.2 defaults – 
and therefore, no onboarding I-SID is defined, all unused ports are disabled, autosense is 
disabled on all ports, and no nickname server is configured. Thus, these configuration 
items need to be configured on both VSP core nodes. 

Apply the following config on both VSP core nodes: 

VSP-core1 VSP-core2 
enable 
config term 
interface gigabitEthernet 1/10 
   auto-sense enable 
   no shutdown 
exit 
vlan create 4048 name "onboarding-vlan" type pvlan-mstprstp 0 secondary 4049 
vlan i-sid 4048 15999999 
i-sid name 15999999 "Onboarding I-SID" 
auto-sense onboarding i-sid 15999999 
interface Vlan 4048 
   ip address 10.9.192.2/24 
   ip vrrp version 3 
   ip vrrp address 1 10.9.192.1 
   ip vrrp 1 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 mode dhcp 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 mode dhcp 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
exit 
spbm nick-name server prefix a.10.00 
spbm nick-name server 
end 
 

enable 
config term 
interface gigabitEthernet 1/11 
   auto-sense enable 
   no shutdown 
exit 
vlan create 4048 name "onboarding-vlan" type pvlan-mstprstp 0 secondary 4049 
vlan i-sid 4048 15999999 
i-sid name 15999999 "Onboarding I-SID" 
auto-sense onboarding i-sid 15999999 
interface Vlan 4048 
   ip address 10.9.192.3/24 
   ip vrrp version 3 
   ip vrrp address 1 10.9.192.1 
   ip vrrp 1 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 mode dhcp 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.130 enable 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 mode dhcp 
   ip dhcp-relay fwd-path 10.9.255.131 enable 
exit 
spbm nick-name server prefix a.10.00 
spbm nick-name server 
end 
 

 

Note that SLPP must not be enabled for the onboarding VLAN 4048, because this could 
result in the fabric edge switches cutting themselves off after they have SLPP-Guard 
enabled on their auto-sense ports in some scenarios. 
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Prepare XIQ-SE for VSP Edge Deployment 

ZTP+ Configuration 

In a previous section, the two fabric core switches were manually added to the Building1 
XIQ-SE site. However, the Universal Edge switches will be automatically assigned to the 
Building1 site during the onboarding process.  

To automate the site assignment, locate XIQ-SE’s global ZTP+ configuration located under 
the World site, and click the ZTP+ Device Defaults tab. 

Locate the Site Assignment Precedence drop-down and set to “LLDP Only.” Note that this 
drop-down is configurable only from the World site.  With this setting, XIQ-SE will use the 
LLDP neighbor table of the VSP core switches to determine the correct site assignment for 
the Universal Edge switches.  Because the VSP core switches are in Building1, the edge 
switches will be assigned to this site.  Save the change. 

 

Confirm that the ZTP+ config for the Building1 site is correct before onboarding the Universal 
Hardware edge switch into the site. Go to the selected Building1 site and click the ZTP+ 
Device Defaults tab. 

Under Basic Management, set options as follows: 

• Use Discovered: IP and Management Interface 
• Admin Profile: Fabric Edge 
• Poll Type: SNMP 
• NTP Server: 10.9.255.155 
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With the “Use Discovered” parameter set at “IP and Management,” ZTP+ will use the same IP 
address and Management interface used during the onboarding process. Later in the guide, 
there will be steps to move the Management interface to a VLAN interface or CLIP interface.  

Under Configuration/Upgrade, leave Configuration Updates set to Always (this setting does 
not apply in SNMP Poll Type). Set Firmware Upgrades to Never. Because this guide is using 
the Universal Hardware edge, the conversion from EXOS to VOSS will require download of a 
VOSS software image. By using this process, it will ensure that the VSP edge is upgraded to 
the desired software version. 

 

In the “Device Protocols” section, deselect (uncheck) MVRP. The rest can be left as is, and 
MSTP must remain enabled.  Note that the Telnet, HTTP, and HTTPS protocol options only 
work as of VOSS 8.4. All protocol options work with EXOS and will apply when the Universal 
Edge switch is initially onboarded as EXOS.  

 

Select Save to commit changes to the site. 
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Ensure that MVRP is deselected, because ZTP+ will try to apply the default port templates 
during switch onboarding. These default port templates are listed under the Port Template tab 
as shown below. 

 

ZTP+ will apply the default port templates based on the LLDP discovery process.  If LLDP 
discovers an AP connected to the switch port, ZTP+ will apply the AP port template. Likewise, if 
LLDP discovers a switch/bridge neighbor then ZTP+ will apply the Interswitch port template to 
the switch port. 

The problem is that some of the default parameters in the port templates can cause issues with 
a VSP edge deployment, in particular Span Guard and MVRP. 

The MVRP setting will apply only when the Universal Hardware is onboarded in EXOS mode. In 
some topologies, this can cause a MAC learning issue because the EXOS switches generate 
MVRP PDUs with the switch’s MAC out of Spanning Tree Blocked ports, causing the VSP cores 
to learn those MACs on the wrong ports, and resulting in intermittent connectivity to the EXOS 
DHCP IP address. By disabling the MVRP Protocol, we make sure that MVRP will not get 
activated by any port templates. 

Span Guard is also a problem because it will result in BPDU-Guard getting enabled on VOSS 
auto-sense ports when the Universal Hardware is onboarded in VOSS mode. If those ports are 
then used to interconnect VSPs together, BPDU-Guard will conflict with some auto-sense states 
that generate self-generated BPDUs to prevent loops, resulting  in auto-sense ports going 
offline. To avoid these issues, XIQ-SE 21.9 introduced a new Global “AutoSense” port template 
which is automatically applied to VOSS Universal Hardware devices via a ZTP+ Automated 
Template entry: 
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The Auto-Sense ZTP+ Template entry will override the automatic application of the default port 
templates described above. 

Note that the Auto-Sense ZTP+ Template entry will exist only for new sites created in XIQ-SE 
21.9 or later.  If an older version of XIQ-SE or XMC was used to create the site, the template entry 
will not exist and will need to be created manually (or the site deleted and re-created). 

Also note that default template entries exist for VOSS and Fabric Engine Universal Hardware 
switches. If you are onboarding a VSP4900 or other VSP switch model, then create a similar 
entry and set the family to “VSP Series.” 

To continue with the Building1 site configuration, navigate to the Actions tab, and verify that all 
these site actions are set: 

• Automatically Add Devices 
• Add Trap Receiver 
• Add Syslog Receiver 
• Add to Archive 
• Add to Map (and that the correct Building1 map is selected) 
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Farther down on the same page, there are additional parameters.  Enable “Add Device to Policy 
Domain” and select “Building1” from the drop-down. 

 

Leave the other parameters disabled, and select Save to save the changes. 

XIQ-SE Workflow Configuration for VSP Onboarding 

The following configurations need to be performed on XIQ-SE to fully automate the 
onboarding of the VSP edge switches: 

1. Add the VSP to the NAC Engine group, using the correct RADIUS attributes 
template. 

2. Add the switch to the correct Policy Domain. 

3. Configure the RADIUS server and EAPoL on the VSP edge switch. 

4. Configure the VSP edge switch auto-sense parameters, such as: 

a. Voice I-SID 

b. Data I-SID 

c. ISIS Hello authentication (Optional) 

d. FA Message authentication (Optional) 

5. Convert the VSP edge switch into a DVR Leaf. 

As of release 22.3, XIQ-SE cannot natively support some of the functions outlined above. 
Therefore, to fully automate the VSP edge onboarding process, the XIQ-SE workflow named 
“Onboard VSP” will be used.  This workflow is available on GitHub and has already been 
imported into XIQ-SE in a previous section. 

The workflow needs to be configured for use. Go to XIQ-SE Tasks. On the Workflows tab, 
select the “Onboard VSP” workflow. Under the workflow details, view the Inputs tab. 
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Provide the following inputs: 

• DVR Leaf: enable 
• Network Access Control (NAC): enable 
• NAC Engine Group name: Default 
• RADIUS Attributes Template name: Extreme VOSS – Per-User ACL 
• RADIUS Shared Secret: <choose the RADIUS secret to use; this workflow 

configures the shared secret for this switch, and on XIQ-SE Control engine> 
• Location Group name: <leave empty, Building1/2 will use different Policy domains 

rather than different Access Control Location Groups> 
• Auto-sense Voice I-SID: ${voiceIsid} 
• Auto-sense Voice VLAN-id only if tagged: 195 
• Auto-sense Data I-SID: <leave empty, will be using NAC for the client> 
• Auto-sense ISIS Authentication key: <either leave empty, or set a key for ISIS auth> 
• Auto-sense FA Authentication key: <leave empty or set an FA auth key> 
• Additional CLI commands: 

o auto-sense eapol voice lldp-auth 
o clock time-zone US Eastern 

Note: NAC will not be used for the IP phone. Instead, EAP Voice LLDP detection bypass will 
be used. 

Note: The ${voiceIsid} variable is case-sensitive. 
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Save the modified workflow and click OK. 

 

Note that for the Voice I-SID, the absolute value is not provided but is referenced as a 
variable in the format ${<variable-name>}. This is because these inputs are site-specific and 
will vary based on the site where the edge switches are onboarded. 

In this guide, the VSP edge switches are onboarded into the Building1 site, but a typical 
customer deployment will have multiple sites as shown below with different “voiceIsid” 
values for each site. 

Site voiceIsid 

Building1 2100195 

Building2 2200195 

Go to the XIQ-SE Site for Building1, Custom Variables tab, and add the “voiceIsid” variable as 
shown below. 

 

Note: The variable names are case-sensitive. Make sure to enter them correctly. 

Note: The variables must be created as Category = Site and from the local site (not Global) 
and as Type = String. When completed, the variable settings should look as shown below: 

 

Select Save to save the variables. 
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When you are done, the table will refresh to show both variables as well as a Global version 
holding the same value that was configured. This is normal, so that XIQ-SE can ensure that a 
fallback Global variable exists if a site-specific one was specified. Ignore the Global version of 
the same variable (or set it to an empty value). In any case, the “Onboard VSP” workflow will 
only look for the site-specific variable if it exists. 

 

In a typical customer multi-site deployment, repeat the above steps for each site.  The steps 
for the Building2 site are shown below.  

Go to XIQ-SE Site for Building2, Custom Variables tab.  

 

The Global version of the defined variable for Building1 is already visible. Add the Building2 
site-specific variable as shown below. Note that the variable name is already proposed in the 
Name field. 

 

Select Save to save the variables for Building2. 

Go to the XIQ-SE Building1 site. In the Actions tab, under Custom Configuration, add an 
additional entry with the following: 

• Vendor: Extreme 
• Family: Universal Platform Fabric Engine 
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• Topology: Any 
• Task: Provisioning/Onboard VSP 

If the Provisioning/Onboard VSP workflow is not listed, cancel out and refresh the XIQ-SE 
page. 

Note: In earlier versions of XIQ-SE, the “Family” value for Universal Hardware switches was 
“Unified Switching VOSS” but this has changed to “Universal Platform VOSS.” If you are 
running a pre-8.6 version of VOSS, set the “Family” value to “Universal Platform VOSS.” If 
you are running VOSS 8.6 or later (also known as Fabric Engine) set the “Family” value to 
“Universal Platform Fabric Engine.”   Make sure the entry points to the correct workflow 
“Onboard VSP” as shown below 

Note: If you are using non-Universal Hardware VSP models, such as VSP4900 or VSP7400, 
an additional entry will need to be created with the “Family” set to : “VSP Series” and 
pointing to the workflow “Onboard VSP.” 

 

Select Save to commit changes. 
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Universal Edge Switch OS Conversion Using XIQ  
Because we are deploying a fabric with VSP fabric edge, the Universal Edge switches need to be 
converted to VOSS/Fabric Engine. (They are initially booted into EXOS/Switch Engine when 
powered up.) If you are using VSP switches and not Universal Edge switches, then they will boot 
directly into VOSS and the OS conversion is not needed.  This guide assumes the use of 
Universal Edge switches and will use XIQ to perform the OS conversion. 

Performing OS conversion via XIQ and ZTP+ onboarding will require the switch to restart two 
times after intial bootup: 

1. Initial boot as EXOS: 

a. The switch onboards to XIQ. 

b. In XIQ, the switch serial number is associated with the Fabric Engine OS. 

c. XIQ converts the switch to the latest GA version of Fabric Engine. 

2. The switch boots with latest Fabric Engine GA version in a factory ship state: 

a. The switch has no configuration file and onboards to XIQ-SE via ZTP+. 

b. The switch is added to the XIQ-SE Building1 site but in a read-only state.  

  Manual action is required: 

• On XIQ: delete the device from XIQ 

• On XIQ-SE: re-add the device to XIQ via XIQ-SE  

c. The Onboard VSP workflow is triggered. 

d. The XIQ-SE workflow sets the DVR Leaf config and reboots the switch a final 
time. 

3. The switch boots as DVR Leaf with final configuration. 

 

Caution 

Currently, with XIQ-SE, the above step 2c (and 2d) will not happen automatically if the 
switch is already added to XIQ, because XIQ-SE is designed not to manage or configure a 
device that is already added to XIQ. Manual action is required to first delete the switch from 
XIQ and then force XIQ-SE to re-add the same switch to XIQ (details will follow). Then the 
above steps 2c (and 2d) will resume automatically. 
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Prepare OS Conversion Using XIQ 

Log in to XIQ, and add the new Universal Edge switch using the switch’s serial number. 
Under Manage, Devices, click the + button , and then select Quick Add Devices. 

 

Set the Entry Type to “Manual,” input the Universal Edge switch serial number in the box 
provided, set the Device OS to “Fabric Engine,” and click “Add Devices” as shown below. 

 

For this deployment guide, two sample 5520 Universal Hardware models will be used for 
onboarding. 

 

Switch Hardware Model Serial Number 

VSP-edge1 5520-12MW-36W SB012050G-00079 

VSP-edge2 5520-24W SB032050G-00102 

   

Note: The desired OS for the Universal Edge switch is set to Fabric Engine.  As a result,  XIQ 
will convert the switch OS to Fabric Engine after it is initially onboarded 
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Zero Touch Onboarding of VSP Edge Switches 

Switch Installation and Power Up 

In the previous sections, XIQ-SE and XIQ were provisioned for the automated onboarding of 
the VSP edge switches.  To kick off the Zero Touch Onboarding, install each of  the edge 
switches, apply power, and connect at least one of the edge switches to an existing Fabric 
Connect core.  As mentioned previously, each edge switch will be in a “factory ship” state, 
meaning it does not have an existing configuration file and will boot up into EXOS/Switch 
Engine.  When the switch is booted, the ZTP+ process starts and the edge switch connects 
to XIQ where the OS conversion to VOSS/Fabric Engine will start.  

The final stages of the VSP edge deployment are zero-touch, and there is no need for the 
technician to connect to the switch console port or pre-stage the switches. 

OS Conversion Using XIQ 

In XIQ, to monitor the OS conversion to Fabric Engine, there is an activity bar located in the 
“Updated” column as shown below. 

 

Observe Progress Using the VSP Edge Console 

As the edge switches boot into VOSS/Fabric Engine, if possible, connect to the switches’ 
serial consoles and observe the log messages as the switches go through the various phases 
of Zero-Touch-Fabric and ZTP+.  Most VSP edge deployments will not have direct console 
access to the switches, but here we just show what the console output looks like. 

In addition, monitor the XIQ-SE Discovery tab and set the Auto-Refresh rate to 30 seconds. 
This will provide a view of the ZTP+ progress from both XIQ-SE and the switch.  
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As the Fabric Engine switch boots, the order of onboarding events will occur based on two 
deployment scenarios. 

Scenario 1:  No ISIS Hello Authentication configured on the VSP cores’ NNI links:  

1. ISIS adjacency forms with neighboring VSP core switches. 

2. A nickname is dynamically assigned by Nickname servers on VSP core switches. 

3. DHCP obtains the IP address on onboarding I-SID 15999999. 

4. DHCP provides default gateway, DNS servers, and Domain Name. 

5. The switch performs a DNS lookup for extremecontrol.<domain-name> and 
discovers the XIQ-SE IP address. 

6. The switch connects to XIQ-SE and appears in the Discovered tab.  

7. If XIQ-SE can allocate the switch to a Site, then the site ZTP+ config is pushed; else 
the switch remains in the Discovered tab until an administrator manually configures 
or adds the switch to a Site. 

8. When the switch is allocated to an XIQ-SE Site, the Site’s actions are performed; and 
the “Onboard VSP” workflow is executed. 

9. The “Onboard VSP” workflow applies NAC, Auto-sense, and DVR-Leaf configuration. 

Scenario 2:  ISIS Hello Authentication configured on the VSP cores NNI links:  

1. ISIS adjacency does not form with neighboring VSP core switches because there is 
no ISIS authentication key on the booting edge switches. 

2. The onboarding switch issues a DHCP request on the onboarding VLAN 4048 on the 
VSP cores. 
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3. The switch obtains IP address, default gateway, and DNS domain name. 

4. The switch performs a DNS lookup for extremecontrol.<domain-name> and 
discovers the XIQ-SE IP address 

5. The switch connects to XIQ-SE and appears in the Discovered tab. 

6. If XIQ-SE can allocate the switch to a Site, then the site ZTP+ config is pushed; else 
the switch remains in the Discovered tab until an administrator manually configures 
or adds the switch to a site. 

7. When the switch is allocated to an XIQ-SE Site, the Site’s Actions are performed, and 
the “Onboard VSP” workflow is executed. 

8. The “Onboard VSP” workflow applies the final NAC config, Auto-sense config, and 
DVR-Leaf config. In addition, the VSP edge switch is configured with the Auto-sense 
ISIS authentication key. 

9. ISIS adjacency can now form with neighboring VSP core switches. 

10. A nickname is dynamically assigned by Nickname servers on the VSP core switches. 

11. There is a brief period of time where the onboarding switch is unreachable while its 
connectivity into the onboarding I-SID 15999999 transitions from a UNI connection to 
a fabric NNI connection. 

When the onboarding process completes, the VSP edge switches are placed into the correct 
site (Building1) and topology map.  

 

If you were to observe the edge switch console, you would see a number of SSH connections 
coming into the newly onboarded switch. Some of these will be XIQ-SE performing the site 
actions, such as adding XIQ-SE as Trap and Syslog receiver on the switch, and some will be 
the “Onboard VSP” workflow performing the switch configuration. 

Manual Steps Required if OS Conversion Was Done Using XIQ 

In a previous section, this guide described the steps to onboard the Universal Edge switch 
into XIQ and set the desired OS type to Fabric Engine.  However, this creates issues when 
ZTP+ is onboarding the universal switch into XIQ-SE.  During the onboarding process, XIQ-
SE detects that the universal switch is already managed by XIQ and adds the switch to the 
site in read-only mode.  Once the switch is in this mode, the onboarding workflow will not 
execute and the onboarding process will not complete. 
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This can be verified by inspecting the XIQ “Onboarded” column, in XIQ-SE.  If the check mark 
is missing, then the switch is onboarded to XIQ and is currently in a read-only state. 

 

To allow XIQ-SE to fully manage these devices, two manual actions are required. 

First, delete the devices from XIQ by selecting the device(s) in XIQ and clicking the Delete 
button. 

 

Confirm the deletion by clicking Yes. 

 

Second, XIQ-SE needs to re-synch its device database with XIQ. To re-synch the database, in 
XIQ-SE, navigate to Administration > Diagnostics, select Level Advanced, and then select the 
“ExtremeCloud IQ Device Message Details” folder under the System main folder. 

 

Click the “Force Onboard to ExtremeCloud IQ,” button and select OK in the confirmation 
pop-up. 
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It might take a few seconds for XIQ-SE to re-sync all devices with XIQ. Verify that all devices 
are now onboarded to XIQ and have a check mark in the “XIQ Onboarded” column. 

 

XIQ now shows that the switches have been onboarded via XIQ-SE.  

 

When the VSP edge switches have been onboarded to XIQ-SE and XIQ, the XIQ-SE site 
actions will execute and the “Onboard VSP” workflow will start automatically to finish the 
switch onboarding process. 

Monitor XIQ-SE Onboarding Workflow Execution 

To monitor workflow execution, go to XIQ-SE Tasks, Workflow Dashboard tab.  Click the 
Active pie chart, and double click any “Onboarding VSP” workflow that is running. 
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If no active workflows are running, set the drop-down to “Historical” and locate the most 
recently run “Onboard VSP” workflow.  Double click on the workflow to view the execution 
details. 

 

Note that the last activity of the “Onboard VSP” workflow converts the VSP switch to a DVR 
Leaf and reboots the switch one last time.  

When the VSP edge switches finish booting, the onboard process is complete and the final 
configuration is saved to the switch flash memory. The switches are now deployed as VSP 
edge switches  

Navigate to the XIQ-SE Control tab and verify that the VSP edge switches have been added 
to Extreme Control.  
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Verify that the VSP switches have been added to the Building1 Policy domain. 

 

 

SSH into the VSP edge switches and use the CLI command show dvr and verify that the 
DVR Role is shown as “Leaf.” 

 

 

Migrate VSP Edge to Dedicated Switch Management CLIP 

The VSP edge switches were onboarded using their DHCP-assigned IP addresses, which 
were converted to static addresses by ZTP+. However, these management IP addresses are 
configured on the onboarding VLAN/I-SID (4048/15999999).  It is a best-practice to move 
the switch management IP address from the default onboarding VLAN/I-SID to a CLIP 
management IP address.  The XIQ-SE script “Move to CLIP Mgmt” (available on GitHub) will 
be used to configure a CLIP management address.  
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To run the script, select both VSP edge switches, right-click, and select Tasks > Provisioning 
> Move to CLIP Mgmt IP. 

 

In the script input window, provide the CLIP IP address for each VSP-edge switch.  Use the 
following CLIP addresses. 

• VSP-edge1 10.9.193.133 

• VSP-edge2 10.9.193.134 

Leave the associated VRF as GlobalRouter (this is the only VRF supported for mgmt CLIP on 
a DVR Leaf), and set the drop-down to delete the preexisting mgmt VLAN IP. Configure the 
new Mgmt CLIP IP for each VSP edge switch. Enter only the IP address and not the mask.  
Finally, because the script will remove and rediscover the switches back into XIQ-SE, set the 
deisred System Name of the switches as shown below. 
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Click Next, then click Run. 

 

The script creates the new mgmt CLIP, deletes the existing mgmt VLAN IP, deletes the 
switch from XIQ-SE, and re-adds it using the new CLIP IP and System Name. 

When the script has completed, expand the Results window by clicking the “i” button. 
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Repeat these steps for the other VSP edge switch. 

Confirm that all four VSPs have their correct management IP. 

Click Refresh if necessary. 

 

Note: Running the “Move to CLIP Mgmt IP” script also executes the “Onboard VSP” workflow 
one more time.  During the worlflow execution, the new management CLIP IP address is 
added to XIQ-SE Control. 

Verify the workflow execution for the new switch IPs under Tasks > Workflow Dashboard. 
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In XIQ-SE Control, verify that all switches have been added with the correct IP addresses as 
shown below. 

 

Verify that VSP Edge switches have been added to the Building1 Policy domain. 

 

Configure XIQ-SE Control Switch Reauthentication Type 
In XIQ-SE Control, configure the reauthentication type for each VSP edge switch so XIQ-SE 
can force device reauthentication.  Note that as of XIQ-SE version 22.3, VSP switches are 
automatically configured with the correct reauthentication profile when added to Control, 
however the configuration is shown anyway in case you are using an earlier version than 
22.3 

To configure the reauthentication type, select XIQ-SE Control > Access Control > Engines > 
Default NAC engine. Select each switch entry and click Edit. 
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In the Configure Device window, click Advanced Settings. 

 

In the Advanced Switch Settings window, set the Reauthentication Type drop-down to 
“None.” This will allow XIQ-Control to set the Reauthentication Type automatically. On the 
other hand, if you want to manually set the Reauthentication Type, set it to “RFC 3576 – 
Generic CoA Colon Delimited.” 
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Click OK. Then Save out of both of the above windows. Then click OK in the Device Save 
pop-up. 

 

Repeat the same steps for all VSP switches added to XIQ-SE Control engine. 

When done, click Enforce to enforce changes to the Control Engine. 
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Then click Enforce All. 

 

When the enforce has completed, close the window. 
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Verify All End Devices Are Operational  
Confirm that the fabric network is deployed and the end devices are operational. In this 
example, an IP Phone and a PC are connected to port 1/6 on VSP-edge1 and an Extreme AP is 
connected to port 1/6 on VSP-edge2.  Auto-sense is enabled on both ports (it is enabled on all 
ports.) 

 

Inspect the VSP Fabric 

 

The Fabric Edge is now deployed. 

Go to the topology map and arrange the icons. 
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Right click on the Building1 site and select More Views > Fabric Topology. Note: This step is 
optional and assumes you have Fabric Manager installed. If that is not the case, then skip this 
step. 

 

Arrange the map. 

 

The fabric is up, and the fabric services are listed under L2VSN and can be highlighted on the 
map using the drop-down. 

To verify that DVR is operational, SSH to one of the VSPs and run the CLI command  
show dvr members 
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The VSP cores are shown as DVR Controllers and the VSP Edge switches as DVR Leaf nodes. 

Inspect the Auto-Sense Ports on the VSP Edge Switches 

Connect using SSH to both VSP edge switches. Run the CLI command  
show interfaces gigabitEthernet auto-sense 

 

Note that VSP-edge1 is in the auto-sense Voice state on port 1/6 where the Telephone is 
connected, and ports 1/21-1/23 are in the auto-sense NNI-ISIS-UP state. Ports 1/21-1/23 are 
the fabric interconnects that were automatically configured. 

Similarly, VSP-edge2 port 1/6 is in the auto-sense FA-WAP state where the Extreme Access 
Point is connected, and fabric NNI links 1/21-1/22,1/24 are in the auto-sense  
NNI-ISIS-UP state. 
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Verify the WLAN AP Is Operational 

Connect to Extreme Campus Controller (XCC) and go to Monitor > Devices > Access points. 
Make sure the AP is online and green. It should have an IP address on the AP-Mgmt I-SID 
2100194 in subnet 10.9.194.0/24. 

 

On VSP-edge2, inspect the I-SIDs configured on AP port 1/6 with the CLI command  
show interface gigabitEthernet i-sid 1/6 

 

Note: There are two bindings on the port where the AP is connected. The first binding was 
created by RADIUS authentication when the AP was first onboarded and corresponds to the 
AP-Mgmt I-SID. Confirm this by inspecting the MAC authentications on the switch by 
running the CLI command show eapol multihost non-eap-mac status 
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Note that there is a MAC address authenticated on port 1/6 and the AP-Mgmt I-SID was 
assigned to the port using RADIUS.  

Go to the XIQ-SE Control > End Systems tab. 

 

Inspect the port’s EAPoL config by running the CLI command show eapol port 1/6 

 

Note that Dynamic MHSA is true. Port 1/6 is now open for all MACs behind the AP. 

The second binding on the 1/6 port was discovered using Fabric Attach and is the Data I-SID 
binding for which the AP received the config from XCC. 

 

Confirm by inspecting the Fabric Attach assignments on the switch with the CLI command  
show fa assignment 

As shown, the Data I-SID and VLAN are now configured on port 1/6. 
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The AP is fully operational and is ready to service wireless clients in Building1. 

Verify the IP Phone Is Operational 

On VSP-edge1, view the I-SIDs that are configured on the phone port 1/6 using the CLI 
command show interface gigabitEthernet i-sid 1/6 

 

Note that there are three bindings on the phone port. The first binding is the Voice I-SID 
2100195, which was assigned by auto-sense when the telephone was detected via LLDP 
siganling. This is a tagged binding because it shows VLAN-id 195 in the C-VID column. 

Inspect the LLDP neighbor details on the same port using the CLI command  
show lldp neighbor port 1/6 

 

Note the neighbor system capabilities: B = Bridge and T = Telephone. Also note the IP 
address the phone obtained and in the Voice I-SID subnet.  Ping the phone’s IP address. 

 

Verify Client PC Authentication 

Verify the client PC obtained an IP address on Data I-SID 2100196 and IP subnet 
10.9.196.0/24. As shown below, the PC has obtained an IP address on the Data subnet. 
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On VSP-edge1 port 1/6, where the phone is connected, show the I-SID bindings. 

 

The first binding is the phone and will covered in the next section. The second binding is 
untagged and is the PC that was RADIUS authenticated by Extreme Control. The third 
binding is the default Onboarding I-SID which is assinged to every auto-sense port. 

Confirm both the first and second bindings by inspecting the MAC authentications on the 
switch, using the CLI command  
show eapol sessions neap 

 

The first MAC is the phone. It was authenticated via LLDP. The second MAC is the client PC, 
and it was authenticated via RADIUS. Notice that the RADIUS attribute has a null VLAN-id 
which results in an untagged binding for the Data I-SID on the port. 
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Go to the XIQ-SE Control > End Systems tab. 

 

In XIQ-SE Control, only the client PC is shown. To see the RADIUS attributes sent to the 
switch, right click on the entry and select “Show Details.” 

 

Select the “End Systems” tab. 

 

In Authentication Sessions, note the outbound RADIUS attributes which include a “permit 
all” dynamic ACL and the VLAN:ISID for the PC. (VLAN 0 denotes untagged access.) 
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Appendix 

XCC Preexisting Configuration Review 

Use this XCC configuration to validate the WLAN AP autosense adoption. 

 

There is a single Device Group for our AP505. 

 

The following WLAN Network is defined and assigned to the above Device Group. 

 

And the associated VLAN is in Fabric Attach mode with the VLAN & I-SID for Building1 only. 
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completeness. Extreme Networks, Inc. hereby disclaims all liability and warranty for any 
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